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Abstract—With potential advantages over TCP/IP for content
delivery, mobility, and security, Named Data Networking (NDN)
has become a promising architecture for the next-generation
network. However, its poor performance in reliable transmission
is still an unsolved problem. Many existing schemes in NDN
employ inaccurate retransmission timeouts calculated with RTTs
from diverse content sources to detect packet loss, which is
lagging and may deteriorate transmission performance. Besides,
after identifying the loss, the consumer costly resends the request
to recover it, further increasing recovery time. In this paper, we
propose an in-network Proactive Loss Recovery (PLR) scheme,
which provides an efficient in-network method for timely detec-
tion and proactive recovery of lost packets. Deployed on each
router, PLR detects the loss by monitoring queue status and
sends high-priority explicit feedback to notify consumers of loss
events timely. Meanwhile, lost packets are stored in each router’s
cache and will be retransmitted at an adaptive rate based on the
detected remaining bandwidth. The simulation shows that PLR
can vastly reduce the number of retransmissions on consumers,
and the content completion time can be decreased by up to 21.8%
compared with the baseline.

Index Terms—Named Data Networking, reliable transmission,
loss recovery

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet, its dominant service
has shifted to content delivery and requires a more flexible ap-
proach to content distribution and mobility support. According
to Ericsson Mobility Report [1], the number of mobile devices
grows rapidly, and video traffic will account for 79% of all
mobile data traffic by 2027. To avoid redundant transmission
and provide better mobility support, Information-Centric Net-
working (ICN) [2] brings a new network architecture that de-
couples the content and its network location. The architecture
allows each content to be individually cached, requested, trans-
mitted, and protected anywhere in the network. Named Data
Networking (NDN) proposed by Zhang et al. [3] is the most
promising implementation of the ICN architecture. It turns
the connection-oriented transport of TCP/IP architecture into
receiver-driven connectionless transport. Additionally, with the
in-network cache and stateful data plane, consumers can obtain
data more flexibly from multiple content sources by sending
Interest requests.

Although NDN is a brand new network architecture that
enables dynamic utilization of network resources, it also
brings some problems. Among them, its poor performance
in reliable transmission is an unsolved one. Usually, fast
detection and timely recovery of lost packets are required to

improve transmission reliability. There are already mature and
practical schemes in the TCP/IP architecture [4]. For example,
TCP senders can trigger immediate retransmissions on receiv-
ing three duplicate acknowledgments (ACK) to fast recover
the loss. They can also maintain a Retransmission Timeout
(RTO) calculated from Round-Trip Time (RTT) to handle
the retransmission failure when the network is congested.
Unfortunately, for having an entirely different transport mode
and characteristics from TCP/IP, those schemes are either
invalid or ineffective in the NDN network [5]. The specific
reasons are as follows. First, NDN adopts a receiver-driven
transport mode, in which the consumer sends an Interest packet
to obtain a Data packet, and there is no ACK to notify the
data transmission status. Therefore, the retransmission based
on ACK is disabled in NDN. Second, since Data packets
may come from multiple content sources, consumers only
get unstable RTTs, which makes it difficult to determine an
accurate RTO. Therefore, the RTO-based retransmission works
but is usually inefficient in NDN. Furthermore, to recover
a lost packet, the consumer must first wait for the RTO to
determine the loss and then resend the Interest packet, which
has to go through a complete data retrieval process, resulting in
a pretty long recovery time. Overall, directly utilizing schemes
of TCP/IP architecture causes inaccurate loss detection and
longer recovery time. They may exacerbate link congestion
for those loss-based congestion control algorithms and result
in massive packet loss, further increasing the completion time
of content.

There are some schemes have been proposed to improve
the transmission reliability of the NDN network. We divided
them into two categories based on the type of packet loss
they addressed. The first category is the hop-by-hop reliability
schemes [6]–[8], which mainly leverage link-layer mecha-
nisms to detect incomplete packets and recover lost segments
from the previous hop. They are effective and have low random
loss rates in wireless scenarios. However, when the loss is
caused by congestion and burst, these schemes are powerless
as recovery packets are overwhelmed by excessively transmit-
ted packets. The second category is helpful for lost packets
caused by congestion, mainly congestion control algorithms
[9]–[14]. They strive to output more reasonable transmission
rates to reduce congestion and packet loss. Unfortunately,
the ideal control is impossible to achieve, as a number of
consumers have uncontrollable and unpredictable actions to
start or cease transmission. Faced with network congestion
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and burst transmission, they can only utilize the unreliable
and costly timeout retransmission mechanism to detect and
recover lost packets with poor performance. Therefore, we
urgently need an efficient loss recovery scheme customized
for NDN to timely detect and recover the congestion-induced
loss, further decreasing content completion time.

In this paper, we design an in-network Proactive Loss
Recovery (PLR) scheme to solve the reliable transmission
problem in the NDN network. PLR offloads the detection
and recovery for congestion-induced loss to routers, which
is feasible in NDN routers with stateful forwarding planes.
Specifically, PLR leverages each router to provide timely and
accurate detection of congestion-induced loss by monitoring
its queue. Then, packets out of the queue are stored in each
router’s cache before being dropped. Meanwhile, immediate
notifications are delivered to consumers for congestion. Thus,
consumers can adjust the transmission rate in time to avoid
further performance deterioration. Afterward, when observing
that the congestion has eased, the router actively retransmits
the stored lost packets at an adaptive rate. The main contribu-
tions are summarized as follows:

• We propose an in-network reliable transmission scheme,
called PLR, customized for NDN. PLR is a module de-
ployed on each router that can detect congestion-induced
loss, timely notify consumers, and recover the loss with-
out consumer participation. Moreover, PLR measures the
remaining bandwidth and adjusts the retransmission rate
during the recovery accordingly, thus avoiding congestion
exacerbation.

• We theoretically analyze the behaviors of PLR and the
conventional loss recovery scheme in terms of their
detection accuracy and recovery time. PLR can avoid
the problem of RTT interference from multiple sources
in RTO-based loss detection. Moreover, PLR can reduce
recovery time by RTO compared with the conventional
scheme in most cases by cutting the loss recovery loop.

• We implement PLR in the ndnSIM with new extended
data structures and processing methods. The simulation
results show that PLR can significantly reduce the number
of Interest retransmissions and decrease the completion
time by up to 21.8% compared with the baseline.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the background and motivation of this paper. The
related works and their analysis are present in Section III.
We describe the design and implementation of our scheme in
Section IV and give a more profound analysis in Section V.
Subsequently, we give performance evaluation in Section VI.
Finally, we conclude our work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section includes an overview of the NDN network and
the challenges when it suffers packet loss. Then, we present
our motivation.
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Fig. 1: Forwarding process at an NDN node.

A. NDN Network

In NDN, there are two basic types of packets: Interest packet
and Data packet. An Interest packet contains the requested
content’s name, and a Data packet contains both the name and
the content. Generally, an NDN router maintains a forwarder
and three data structures: a Content Store (CS), a Pending
Interest Table (PIT), and a Forwarding Information Base (FIB).
The specific forwarding process at an NDN router is as
follows:

As shown in Fig. 1, when an Interest packet arrives, an
NDN router first uses the name in the Interest packet to check
the CS for matching data. If the search for Data packets in
CS hits, the router returns the matched Data packet on the
interface from which the Interest came. Otherwise, the router
looks up the name in its PIT, which records the interfaces that a
pending Interest packet comes from and goes to. If a matching
entry exists, the router adds the new incoming interface to the
PIT entry. Otherwise, the router performs the longest prefix
match in the FIB to search available egresses. Then, based
on the forwarding strategy, the router forwards the Interest
toward the content sources by selecting one or more matching
egresses. When a Data packet arrives, the router searches the
PIT for all the interfaces from which the corresponding Interest
packet comes and sends the Data packet to each of them.
Then, the router deletes the PIT entry and decides whether to
cache the Data packet in its CS based on cache policy. The
stored content may accelerate follow-up data delivery. In the
standard transmission, NDN provides a receiver-driven “pull-
based” data request mode and a one-Interest-one-Data delivery
principle. Thus, the response source of the data packet is no
longer fixed.

B. Loss Recovery Challenges in NDN

NDN brings many new features, thus providing more
flexible content acquisition. However, it also brings some
problems, and one of the main problems is its inefficient loss
detection and costly loss recovery for still using RTO to detect
and recover the loss [11], [15]. Next, we illustrate the problem
by presenting the specific packet loss detection and recovery
process with a simple example.
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Fig. 2: The loss recovery process in NDN.

As shown in Fig. 2, there are two content sources that serve
the same content through two paths with different delays.
The consumer sends Interest packets to request the content.
Then, the router selects the path for each Interest packet
adaptively according to its forwarding strategies [16], [17],
enabling the consumer to concurrently obtain content from
two sources. Supposing the consumer sends an Interest packet
and is forwarded to Content Source 1 via the short path, but
the replied Data packet is lost on the way back. After a period
of time up to RTO, the consumer knows that the packet is lost
during transmission, and then it resends the Interest packet
to recover the packet. In this process, RTO is the core of loss
detection, which determines the accuracy and timeliness of the
detection. Generally, the consumer calculates RTO using the
following equation ported from TCP [18]:

rto = srtt+ k · rttvar,

where srtt and rttvar are the smoothed value and the esti-
mated variance of RTT, respectively, and k is a magnification
factor. However, in the NDN network, the result of the
calculation of RTO is usually too large because the mixed
RTT value from two paths has a larger variance. Moreover,
the retransmitted Interest packet has to be forwarded upstream
again through a re-chosen path, which results in a long and
unstable recovery time. Worse still, many practical applica-
tions require continuous series of data, so consumers have to
buffer out-of-order packets. Consequently, longer loss detec-
tion and recovery time lead to larger buffer requirements. If
the consumer has limited buffer space, those unrecovered lost
packets may block the transmission and extend the completion
time.

To summarize, in current strategy, consumers have to wait
for the RTO timer to detect the loss and go through a complete
content retrieval procedure to recover the lost packet. It is
costly and may deteriorate transmission performance.

C. Motivation

We summarize the two main aspects that have a great impact
on loss recovery in NDN:

• Passive loss detection using RTO by the consumer is
inaccurate and lagged.

• Loss recovery by retransmitting the Interest packet is
costly and time-consuming.

The inaccurate loss detection can lead to misjudgment of
congestion and make inappropriate rate adjustments. The
costly recovery method requires the network to forward pack-
ets repeatedly, which may further exacerbate congestion and
deteriorate transmission performance. The problem is more
pronounced when the loss is caused by congestion. Therefore,
our PLR scheme focuses on the detection and recovery of the
loss due to congestion and provides a more efficient method.

According to our analysis, we observe that the root cause of
both problems is that the detection and recovery functionalities
are only consumer-based, which is inevitably passive and
costly. Therefore, PLR fully utilizes the in-network caching
and stateful forwarding plane of NDN network to offload loss
detection and recovery to intermediate routers.

Before providing a consumer-imperceptible loss recovery
scheme, we first analyze how congestion-induced loss occurs.
Same as TCP/IP network, NDN is also built on packet switch-
ing architecture, where packets are queued in routers’ buffer
to be forwarded one by one. When packets to be forwarded
are generated faster than the forwarding capacity of routers,
their buffer will continue to grow and finally overflow. Packets
that exceed the queue are discarded by the router according
to the queue management policy. Therefore, PLR is deployed
on each router and cooperates with the queue management
policy to detect the occurrence of loss due to congestion, thus
ensuring accurate and timely loss detection. Then, PLR sends a
notification packet to feed the loss event back to the consumer
through the reverse path maintained in PIT.

In terms of loss recovery, PLR proactively recovers lost
packets at the location where they are detected. To do so,
PLR carves out part of the router’s cache to store detected
lost packets for later retransmission. Since the retransmission
during congestion is likely to fail and aggravate congestion,
PLR provides a congestion-aware trigger mechanism. Besides,
it estimates the remaining bandwidth and provides an adaptive
retransmission adjustment to ensure successful retransmissions
while avoiding interruptions to normal transmission.

III. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some related works that try to
overcome the problem caused by packet loss. In general, the
related works can be divided into two categories based on the
type of packet loss they addressed.

The first category is represented by hop-by-hop reliability
mechanisms, which detect and recover lost packets hop-by-
hop and are dedicated to random packet loss. Vusirikala et
al. [6] proposed BELRP, which operates at each interface of
a router. It assigns a sequence number to every frame when
sending and expects ACK from the next hop. It uses gaps
in the acknowledged frame sequence to confirm the loss and
attempts to retransmit the lost frame immediately. If the loss
is continuously detected, the router repeats retransmission at-
tempt several times before giving up. STNDN [7] improves the
efficiency of BELRP by dynamically selecting the deployed
nodes. WLDR [19] provides a similar mechanism to detect the
loss but uses explicit feedback to trigger retransmission. L4C2
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[8] also adopts the same detection method and uses cache and
network coding to recover loss hop-by-hop. These schemes
work well in recovering random packet loss. However, they
play a limited role in congestion-induced loss recovery because
they all take immediate retransmission to recover detected loss
before congestion mitigates. Considering the inevitable gap
between the occurrence and mitigation of congestion due to
the control loop, the multiple retransmission attempts hardly
take effect. Moreover, the retransmission during congestion
will compete with the currently transmitted packets for band-
width, which will further aggravate congestion and deteriorate
performance.

The second category is congestion control algorithms, which
play an essential role in reducing congestion-induced loss. ICP
[9] is one of the earliest congestion control algorithms pro-
posed for NDN. It increases the congestion window additively
with each packet received and decreases it multiplicatively
when RTO detects a loss. However, the RTO is determined
by averaging the maximum and minimum RTT values from
the last 20 packets on a single path. It does not consider the
effect of cache, leading to a small RTO that can cause spurious
timeouts and unnecessary window decrease [20]. The schemes
maintaining a separate RTO for each path [21] or each content
source [14] are also subject to a similar problem because they
cannot predict the replied content source due to the unstable
cache and dynamic forwarding. There are also schemes that
utilize congestion signals instead of RTO-based loss events
to solve the problem. PCON [10] is the most representative
algorithm among them. It detects congestion by measuring
the queue length in every router and marks Data packets in
the way of CoDel, an advanced Active Queue Management
(AQM) scheme, to notify downstream routers and consumers.
The router transfers part of the traffic to other interfaces
once receiving a marked Data packet, and the consumer also
adjusts windows according to it. PCON avoids the effect of
inaccurate RTO to some extent. In BBR-CD [12], the con-
sumer follows the principle of BBR that adjusts transmission
rate by probing the bandwidth-delay product. In 3CP [13],
the consumer employs a per-packet feedback computation to
inform consumers of the available resource of paths toward
the content source. In IEACC [11], it divides mixed Data
packets into different congestion degrees by a lightweight
clustering algorithm and feeds congestion information into the
deep reinforcement learning model to optimize the window
adjustment. Undeniably, all these algorithms can reduce the
loss caused by congestion. However, the network is constantly
changing due to unpredictable user behaviors, which may
cause possible abnormal control and burst transmission. Al-
though well-designed, these schemes still face the packet loss
problem. They still use a backup RTO-based loss detection
and retransmit requests in the consumer to recover the loss,
which is ineffective and costly.

To sum up, congestion control algorithms can reduce
congestion-induced loss in most cases. However, they are still
subject to loss when suffering abnormal control and burst
transmission. Therefore, we propose PLR that provides a feasi-

ble and effective in-network method. PLR aims at proactively
detecting and timely recovering the congestion-induced loss to
complement existing congestion control schemes in reducing
loss detection and recovery time, thus improving transmission
performance. In the next section, we present design details.

IV. PROACTIVE LOSS RECOVERY

A. Overview

Network
Monitor Module

Loss Recovery 
Module

Proactive Loss 
Sensing Module

Face 1

ForwarderPLR of 
Face 2

PLR of Face 1
NDN Router

Send directly

Face 2

queue 
information

Retransmission 
Storage

Retransmit stored packets

Store lost packets

Forward

Face 3
Received packetsForward

Regular Packet Lost Packet ELN

Fig. 3: The architecture of PLR.

Firstly, we present the design overview of PLR. Fig. 3
illuminates its architecture. PLR is deployed on NDN routers,
and there is an independent PLR instance at each interface
of each router to process all packets from the forwarder.
We design a new type of packet, Explicit Loss Notification
(ELN), and a new data structure Retransmission Storage (RS).
Except for the auxiliary Network Monitor Module (NMM),
PLR consists of two main controlling modules: the Proactive
Loss Sensing Module (PLSM) and the Loss Recovery Module
(LRM).

Specifically, NMM is a unified functional abstraction that
provides access to the queue to get accurate and real-time
information on the interface for the other two modules. In
practice, the implementation of NMM is feasible but platform-
specific, such as compiling a kernel module to read the queue
information from the kernel network stack in soft routers.
PLSM relies on NMM to acquire queue information to provide
more accurate and timely loss detection and notification. It
detects loss by checking if the queue is full. If true, it will
bypass the regular transmission pipeline and store the packet
in the RS. Meanwhile, PLSM constructs high-priority ELN
packets carrying the names of stored packets to notify the
consumer of loss events timely. The ELN will follow the same
reverse path as the packet back to the consumer but preserve
the path. LRM periodically acquires the queue information
and interface statistics through NMM and forwarding core
to monitor the congestion status and estimate the remaining
bandwidth. When congestion mitigates, it recovers the lost
packets stored in RS at an adaptive rate calculated from the
estimated remaining bandwidth, which prevents overload and
ensures successful retransmissions.

We will present detailed descriptions of the new packet type
ELN, the new data structure RS, and the two main modules,
PLSM and LRM, in the following sections, respectively.
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B. Explicit Loss Notifications

To notify the consumer of the congestion-induced loss
detected by the router, we design a new type of packet ELN.
In Fig. 4, we show the structure of all packet types, and we can
find the ELN is extremely concise compared to others, which
contains only three minimal fields: packet type, ELN tag, and
content name. The packet type of ELN is actually marked as
“Data”, and the ELN tag field is used to distinguish the ELN
from the ordinary Data packet. The content name of ELN is
the same as that of lost packets it is to notify.

The same name as the lost packet and “Data” packet
type allows an ELN to fully utilize the existing Data packet
forwarding pipeline, which means it can return to the consumer
along the existing reverse path without any extra operation.
However, in order to recover the lost packets in-network,
routers can not delete the corresponding PIT entry after
forwarding the ELN like ordinary Data packets. So the ELN
tag is used to skip the deletion of PIT entry and unnecessary
caching operations in practical implementation.

In order to prevent the ELN from being affected by possible
queuing on the path and reach consumers in time, the ELN
has a higher priority than ordinary packets. We leverage
the QoS mechanism to implement the feature. Specifically,
we deploy a priority queue at each interface of the router,
where the high-priority queue preempts the low-priority queue
unconditionally. We further design a packet filtering system at
the link layer to identify the encapsulated NDN packet type
and assign high priority only to ELN. In this way, ELN packets
will unconditionally preempt resources on each node for fast
forwarding, ensuring their efficiency. As for the overhead, it
is extremely low because its size is determined by the content
name length, which is much smaller than the packet carrying
the actual content, and its amount is limited by the trigger
mechanism we’ll discuss below. So it requires only a few
forwarding resources for efficient loss notification.

C. Retransmission Storage

RS is a data structure designed to store lost packets for in-
network recovery. RS is created in the same location as the
general cache, usually in memory, which can be regarded as a
reserved part of the cache space. The maximum size of a RS
is determined as follows:

lenR = α× lenQ, (1)

where lenR and lenQ are the maximum size of RS and queue,
respectively. The parameter α is a factor between 0 and 1 that
controls the size of the RS, and we will discuss the effect of
different values of it in Section VI-B. An item in the RS is
composed of the actual packet and a timer, where the timer
is used to limit the maximum residence time of the packet to
avoid continuously occupying the storage space under harsh
network conditions. There is no replacement policy for RS, so
the insertion operation will fail when the RS is full. Moreover,
when reading a packet from RS, it will return the packet
with the shortest remaining time, known as the first-in-first-
out feature. To some extent, RS is similar to an extension of
the interface queue, but they are not the same. One reason is
that RS is created at the network layer, where the storage is
different from the queue. Another is that all packets in the
queue are eventually sent, while packets in RS are controlled
by the loss recovery module of PLR and may not be sent due
to the timer mechanism. In our design, there may be multiple
RS on a router because we create an individual RS for each
instance of PLR. So the total space requirement of the PLR
in a router is related to the number of interfaces n, and the
complexity is O(n× lenQ).

D. Proactive Loss Sensing Module

PLSM is the entrance of a PLR instance and is designed as
a packet scheduler. When a packet arrives from the forwarder,
PLSM first acquires the queue length of the egress through
NMM and then determines if a packet is lost based on whether
the queue is full. PLSM dispatches the lost packets to the
pipeline defined by PLR instead of the regular one that directly
sends them. In PLR’s pipeline, the packet will be processed
differently depending on the packet type:

• Data: PLSM stores the packet in RS and constructs an
ELN to notify the loss;

• Interest: PLSM only stores the packet in RS without
triggering any ELN feedback;

• ELN: PLSM just discards the packet.

This differentiated treatment is based on the overhead and
underlying traffic patterns. The ELN should return to the
consumer who sent or requested the lost packet. If PLSM
detects a lost Data packet on certain egress, the constructed
ELN could be directly inserted into the queue of the same
egress because they have the same destination. However, if
PLSM wants to send an ELN to notify a lost Interest packet,
it needs to search PIT for the incoming interface of the Interest
packet, thus making the feedback costly. And due to the huge
difference in size between Interest and Data packets, the paths
that experience congestion are mainly downlink, with traffic
consisting mainly of Data packets, while the upstream paths
dominated by Interest packets are less likely to be congested.
Considering the tradeoff between solution goals and overhead,
we only choose to perform the ELN feedback on Data packets.
Moreover, it should be noted that the ELN is constructed after
the packet is successfully stored, which limits the number
of ELN packets not to exceed the maximum size of RS
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determined by Eq. (1) when congestion occurs to prevent
preempting too many forwarding resources.

E. Loss Recovery Module

We enable PLR to proactively send packets to retransmit
lost packets stored in the RS, injecting additional traffic into
the network. Considering the performance of PLR and the
overall network, the additional traffic should be large enough
to quickly recover the loss before expiration while not affect-
ing the regular transmission traffic. Therefore, PLR triggers
the recovery and adaptively controls the retransmission rate
according to the congestion status.

Inspired by some in-network congestion detection method
[11], [15], we use the local queue length as the congestion
status. The basic idea is that the difference between the
enqueue rate (rateenq) and dequeue rate (ratedeq) can be
revealed by the change of queue length (qlen) as follows:

dqlen(t)

dt
= rateenq(t)− ratedeq(t), if ∀t, qlen(t) > 0,

where the variables are functions of t. If dqlen(t)
dt < 0, it

means that any additional rate lower than −dqlen(t)
dt will not

change the trend of decreasing. The theoretical formula can be
rewritten to the practical form by introducing the time interval
Tinterval of counting and network parameters as follows:

qleni − qleni−1

Tinterval
=

sendNi − sendNi−1

Tinterval
− BW

MSS
,

if qleni ̸= 0 or qleni−1 ̸= 0,
(2)

where BW is the interface’s bandwidth, and sendNi and qleni

are the total number of sent packets and the number of packets
in queue counted at the end of round i, respectively. MSS is
the max size of a packet.

When the condition of Eq. (2) is satisfied, we can calculate
the change of qlen in a round. If the qlen decreases, it means
that we can send additional qleni−1 − qleni packets without
exceeding the bandwidth, which is the maximum available
retransmission rate. And if qlen increases, the current rate has
exceeded the bandwidth, and no additional traffic should be
injected into the network. A cumulative value Ri is introduced
to represent the number of packets that can be retransmitted
in round i, and it can be calculated as follows:

Ri = max

{
0, Ri−1 +

qleni−1 − qleni

2

}
. (3)

R will increase at half the average rate at which qlen de-
creases, and once it reaches 1, the LRM will retransmit a
packet. When qlen keeps increasing or jitters within a small
range around a certain value, the value of R will not be
greater than 1, thereby suppressing retransmission. At the same
time, define Nbw as the maximum number of packets that
the interface can send in a round, and we can estimate Nbw

according to Eq. (2):

Nbw = sendNi − sendNi−1 + qleni−1 − qleni. (4)

If the condition is not satisfied, we cannot use Eq. (3) to
calculate the value R because qlen is always zero. But there

Algorithm 1: Adaptive loss recovery
Data: queue length qlenlast, the total number of sent

packets sendNlast, estimated bandwidth Nbw,
cumulative retransmission rate R;

1 initialization;
2 for every Tinterval do
3 qlencur ← GetQlenByNMM();
4 sendNcur ← GetTotalSendNum();
5 if qlencur < τ · lenQ then
6 sendN∆ = sendNcur − sendNlast;
7 if qlenlast > 0 or qlencur > 0 then
8 R← max

{
0, R+ qlenlast−qlencur

2

}
;

9 Nbw ← sendN∆ + qlenlast − qlencur;
10 else
11 R← max

{
0, R+ Nbw−sendN∆

2

}
;

12 end
13 if RS is not empty and R > 1 then
14 Move ⌊R⌋ packets to the queue;
15 qlencur ← qlencur + ⌊R⌋;
16 R← R− ⌊R⌋;
17 end
18 end
19 qlenlast ← qlencur, sendNlast ← sendNcur;
20 end

is still bandwidth available to retransmit packets in this case
because the enqueue rate is definitely less than the dequeue
rate. In this situation, the number of additional packets that
we can send in round j is as follows:

Rj = Rj−1 +
Nbw − sendNj + sendNj−1

2
. (5)

The rationale of the equation is quite straightforward. Nbw and
sendNj − sendNj−1 are the bandwidth we estimated and the
send rate in round j, which represent the enqueue rate and the
dequeue rate, respectively.

The complete adaptive loss recovery is presented in Al-
gorithm 1, which runs every Tinterval to implement the
principles shown in Eq. (3)-(5). The queue length and the
total number of sent packets are obtained through the NMM
and the statistics that any modern forwarder [22], [23] will
provide. We introduce a threshold τ ·lenQ to suppress the data
update and retransmission for the reason that the calculation of
qlenlast−qlencur and Nbw may be inaccurate when the queue
length is large. The inaccurate value may lead to an excessively
large retransmission rate, which will seriously affect regular
transmission, especially in this situation. The retransmission is
triggered on-demand when the RS is not empty, and LRM re-
transmits stored packets by directly moving them to the queue.
Therefore, the counted queue length should be updated to
reflect the actual length, and the cumulative retransmission rate
also decreases to reflect the use of retransmission resources.

The complexity of each round of this algorithm is O(1),
so the overall complexity is determined by Tinterval. When
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there is no need to trigger retransmissions, the algorithm only
performs basic data updates with low overhead.

V. DISCUSSION ON PLR

In this section, we analyze the behaviors of PLR and con-
ventional loss recovery scheme about detection and recovery
time to demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of PLR.

Incomplete data should be buffered by a consumer waiting
for the remaining data to construct complete content. So
before the lost packet is recovered, the buffered data size will
continuously grow. The buffer data size of a consumer when
packet j is lost can be calculated as Eq. (6):

bufdata = thruput×AccumTimej ,

AccumTimej = tjrecv − tj+1
recv,

(6)

where AccumTimej is the buffer accumulation time due to
lost packet j and thruput is the average throughput during
this period. tjrecv and tj+1

recv are the arrival time of the lost
packet j and the next packet j + 1, respectively. In this case,
if the consumer has a buffer with limited size (bufsize), the
transmission has to be blocked when incomplete data exhausts
the buffer. The blocked time BlockT imej is easy to calculate
by deforming Eq. (6) as follows:

BlockT imej = max

{
0, AccumTimej −

bufsize

thruput

}
.

Therefore, AccumTimej plays an important role in transmis-
sion performance, and we will analyze the AccumTimej of
the conventional scheme and PLR below.

In Fig. 5, we illustrate both the transmission timing dia-
grams of the conventional scheme and PLR. According to
the analysis and the information in the figure, we can rewrite
AccumTimej in Eq. (6) as follows:

AccumTimej = tjrecv − tj+1
recv =(

tjdtect − tjsend

)
+
(
tjrecv − tjdtect

)
−
(
tj+1
recv − tjsend

)
,

(7)

where tjdtect and tjsend is the time when the consumer detects
the loss of packet j and when the consumer first sends the
Interest of packet j, respectively. In this form, AccumTimej
is determined by three parts: detection delay and recovery
delay of lost packet j, and the retrieval delay of next packet
j + 1. The above parameters of the two schemes can be
easily calculated according to their principle of detecting and
recovering the loss.

1) Conventional scheme: It uses a RTO timer to detect the
loss and recover it by retransmitting the Interest. Therefore,
the AccumTimej of conventional scheme can be determined
as follows:

AccumTimej = RTOj +RTT ′
j −RTTj+1,

where RTOj is retransmission timeout of packet j, and RTT ′
j

and RTTj+1 are round-trip time of recovered packet j and
packet j + 1, respectively.

Consumer

Content Source

Router

Loss

(a) Conventional scheme.

Consumer

Content Source

Router

ELN

Loss
In-network 

recovery

(b) Proposed PLR.

Fig. 5: Transmission timing diagrams of the conventional
scheme and proposed PLR.

2) PLR: By design, PLR detects loss in-network and noti-
fies consumers by ELN, whose behavior is similar to Data
packets. It also recovers loss in-network when congestion
mitigates. Thus, we can calculate AccumTimej of proposed
PLR as follows:

AccumTimej = ERTTj +RECj −RTTj+1 ≈ RECj ,

where ERTTj is the round-trip time of packet j calculated
using the arrival time of ELN and RECj is the recovery time
of the lost packet. Because of the ELN’s similar behaviors
to the Data packet, ERTTj is almost the same as ordinary
RTTj . So AccumTimej of PLR is determined by RECj ,
which in turn depends on how fast the congestion mitigates.

As we analyzed in Section II-B, the loss detection time of
conventional scheme RTOj is usually larger than that of PLR
ERTTj , which results in a slower downstream response to the
congestion signal. Meanwhile, RTT ′

j is usually different from
RTTj+1, which leads to large and jittery AccumTimej of
the conventional scheme. Therefore, it is easy for incomplete
data to exhaust the buffer and block transmission when using
the conventional scheme. On the contrary, RECj is directly
related to network conditions, but in most cases, it is much less
than RTO, which has a large minimum value in practice [18].
Therefore, PLR provides faster loss detection and recovery and
has a lower probability of suffering transmission blocking, thus
making a higher transmission performance.
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Environment Setup
We implement our scheme PLR in the NFD and evaluate it

through ndnSIM [24], an ns-3 based NDN simulator running
the code of NFD directly. We compare the performance of
existing congestion control algorithms with and without PLR.
We choose four congestion control algorithms for testing,
which are ICP [9], BIC [25], CUBIC [26] and PCON [10].
ICP represents the algorithm that uses the loss detected by
RTO as a congestion signal. We also choose a variant of
ICP that uses the aggressive BIC algorithm instead of AIMD
as the window adjustment strategy to test the PLR under
severe congestion conditions. PCON represents another type
of congestion control algorithms that do not use the loss as the
congestion signal. Considering that PCON is based on CUBIC,
we also choose CUBIC for comparison to exclude its effect.
All algorithms are already implemented in ndnSIM, and we
will use their default settings.

We measure the effectiveness of PLR by three metrics:
(i) completion time, which reflects the throughput benefiting
from fast loss detection and notification; (ii) the number of
retransmissions on the consumer, which shows the number of
packets recovered before RTO timeouts, reflecting the PLR’s
fast in-network recovery capability; (iii) the full delay, which
is the time between when an Interest packet is first sent and
when the Data packet comes back.

We consider two typical network scenarios whose topolo-
gies are shown in Fig. 6. The first is the single-path transport
scenario in the linear topology shown in Fig. 6(a). This simple
scenario can show how a congestion control algorithm runs,
which is enough to evaluate the primary effectiveness of PLR.
In the dumbbell topology in Fig. 6(b), we consider a scenario
that a short burst transport competes with a long regular
transport. In this scenario, a consumer requests content under
the control of congestion control algorithms, and the other
requests content in bursts from time to time.

50Mbps

5ms

25Mbps

5ms

40Mbps

5ms 5ms

50Mbps

Consumer ProducerRouter0 Router1 Router2

(a) The linear topology.

60Mbps
5ms

70Mbps

5ms

Consumer0

Consumer1

Producer0

Producer1

Router0 Router1 Router2

(b) The dumbbell topology.

Fig. 6: The topologies for testing.

B. The Single-path Scenario
In this scenario, the consumer will acquire 100,000 Data

packets with a size of 1040 bytes each under the control
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Fig. 7: Transmission performance of different algorithms when
lenQ = 32 and α varies in single-path scenario.

of different congestion control algorithms. The parameter
Tinterval is set to 1 ms, and τ is set to 0.75, which will be
unchanged in the simulation. And we choose a relatively small
value 32 for the parameter lenQ to test PLR under frequent
congestion conditions and evaluate the effect of PLR when
parameter α changes.

The testing result is shown in Fig. 7, where “w/o PLR”
represents an algorithm without PLR and “w/ PLR” represents
that with PLR. In Fig. 7(a), we show the number of retrans-
missions of different algorithms and the trend of it when the
parameter α is increasing. Without the deployment of PLR,
all algorithms have many retransmissions, which represents
packet loss in this situation. BIC has the largest number
of retransmissions because of its overly aggressive window
adjustment strategy using exponentially increasing. We can
find that the number of retransmissions reduces significantly
when these algorithms work with PLR, and as the parameter α
increases, it reduces more until almost zero. In the best case,
the number of retransmissions of all algorithms decreases by
at least 90%. As a result of the retransmissions reduction,
as shown in Fig. 7(b), the completion time of ICP, BIC,
and CUBIC decreases by at most 21.8%, 14.9%, and 14.4%,
respectively. Considering the full delay, the average of ICP,
BIC, CUBIC, and PCON are 44.05 ms, 50.79 ms, 42.61 ms,
and 45.08 ms, respectively, which are almost the same when
they work with PLR.

Combining the above results, PLR can reduce the number of
Interest retransmissions and the completion time and has little
impact on delay. Now we can take a deeper discussion on the
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critical parameter α. If we observe the trend of these results,
we can see that the effect of PLR improves with increasing α.
However, the improvement achieves at least 80% at the point
of 0.5, and it is relatively less when α is greater. Moreover, a
larger α leads to more space requirement of RS, more ELNs,
and more retransmission attempts that make PLR costly. To
ensure the effectiveness of PLR while reducing the overhead
as much as possible, we will set parameter α to 0.5 in default
in the following evaluation.

C. Comparison Among Different Settings

In the previous section, we show the effectiveness of PLR
under the condition of short queue length. To prove further
that PLR is a valuable scheme, we compare the performance
of all algorithms with and without PLR when lenQ increases.

The performance comparison shows in Fig. 8(a) and Fig.
8(b). We can see that the number of retransmissions and
completion time decrease as the lenQ grows from 32 to
64. Furthermore, with the use of PLR, the performance
boosts much more. Comparing the result between the baseline
(lenQ = 32 w/o PLR) and three cases with different evaluation
settings, we can observe that the average reduction in the
number of retransmissions in case 1 (lenQ = 64 w/o PLR)
is only 60.5% and that in case 2 (lenQ = 32 w/ PLR) reaches
up to 91.75%, and it is close to the best 100% in case 3
(lenQ = 64 w/ PLR). As for the completion time shown in
Fig. 8(b), the average reduction in three cases compared with
baseline is 5.38%, 10.36%, and 13.79%, respectively.

Based on the results, we can conclude that PLR is very
effective in fast loss recovery for the less number of re-
transmissions and improving transmission performance in the
single-path scenario. Moreover, we can get more performance
boosts if deploying PLR instead of just extending the queue.
However, although the packet loss is recovered quickly, the
completion time of PCON remains hardly unchanged whether
we deploy PLR or not. It is because PCON uses early feedback
marking as a congestion signal, which is nearly optimal in this
scenario. In the next section, we will show that the PCON is
subject to the burst, and PLR also takes effect.

D. The Burst Scenarios

In this scenario, we consider a network with burst trans-
missions shown in Fig. 6(b). Consumer0 requests 50 MB of
content from Producer0 under the control of different algo-
rithms, and Consumer1 requests the content from Producer1
at a fixed rate of 35 Mbps for 0.5 s without any congestion
control at time points 2.5 s, 5.0 s, and 10.0 s, respectively. In
this situation, the congestion loss can occur in Router1 and
Router2 because the possible highest rate is up to 75 Mbps.
According to the discussion above, we use lenQ = 64 to get
better network performance, and we set α to 0.5 to balance
the effectiveness and overhead of PLR.

The result in Fig. 9(a) shows that both Consumer0 and
Consumer1 have retransmissions no matter which algorithm
we use. In this case, PLR has a larger number of retransmis-
sions than BIC, which is because PCON ignores all subse-
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Fig. 8: Transmission performance of different algorithms when
lenQ varies and α = 0.5 in single-path scenario.

quent congestion signals for a short time once reducing the
window, maintaining a high throughput. PLR can also reduce
the Interest retransmissions for two consumers significantly.
Besides, it decreases the completion time of Consumer0 by
4.1%, 19.7%, 8.5%, and 8.6% for ICP, BIC, CUBIC, and
PCON, respectively, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Burst transmissions
occur in a short time and are generally delay-sensitive, so we
are concerned with their delay rather than completion time. As
we can see in Fig. 9(c), the average full delay of Consumer0
decreases using all four algorithms, and that of Consumer1 has
a bit of difference. When Consumer0 uses BIC and CUBIC
with PLR, the delay of Consumer1 increases because these
two algorithms are aggressive in terms of the rate increase, and
PLR slows down the reduction in send queue length during
retransmission. However, the increase in delay is no more than
3 ms, and it is worthwhile if we consider the performance of
the entire network in this scenario.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient, reliable transmission
scheme called PLR, customized for NDN. Deployed on each
router, PLR can timely detect and recover the congestion-
induced loss. Specifically, it detects loss by monitoring the
queue status of each interface and uses high-priority explicit
notifications to notify consumers of the loss events. PLR stores
lost packets in the router’s cache and then retransmits them
at an adaptive rate according to the detected remaining band-
width. We implemented PLR in ndnSIM and verified it through
simulation. The results show that PLR can significantly reduce
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Fig. 9: Transmission performance of different algorithms when lenQ = 64 and α = 0.5 in burst scenario.

the number of retransmissions on consumers and decrease the
content completion time by up to 21.8% compared with the
baseline.
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